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This booklet is intended to help you understand what
is currently known medically about Acquired
Immunodeficiency Syndrome. It should be useful to
the general public, to persons with AIDS, those who are
at risk for AIDS, and those who are close to them, as
well as to health care providers.
Since we're concerned with the medical aspects of
AIDS, some of the information in this booklet is very
technical. We have tried to make the material more
comprehensible to a wider audience in this edition.
Remember though that research is ongoing. You can
and should verify your knowledge of the latest medical
developments by contacting city, state, and national
AIDS hotlines, as well as by reading the literature from
AIDS organizations, scientific and medical journals
(dictionary at hand!), and reputable news magazines
and papers.

Revised August 1989. Please be advised that the i1ifonnatio11
contained i11 this booklet is subject to change.
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DEFINITIONS AND SOME
INFORMATION ABOUT
TRANSMISSION
WHAT IS AIDS?
AIDS stands for Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome. The acronym AIDS was first used by the
federal Centers for Disease Control (CDC) in the fall
of 1982. The first cases of what eventually became
known as AIDS were reported to the CDC during
May and June of 1981. Although AIDS is still not
completely understood, we know it is an infectious,
transmissible disease in which the body's immune
system is damaged in varying, often progressive,
degrees of severity. As a result, persons with what
many doctors call frank or full-blown AIDS are vulnerable to a number of serious, often fatal, secondary
or "opportunistic" infections and cancers.
The two most frequently reported opportunistic
infections associated with AIDS are Pneumocystis
carinii pneumonia (PCP), a fungal infection of the
lungs, and Kaposi's sarcoma (KS), an atypical form of
cancer rarely seen in the Western hemisphere before
1981. (There is some dispute that KS is a cancer at
all.) The percentage of cases of PCP reported to the
CDC has remained high. However, the percentage
of cases of KS-which in the United States has been
diagnosed almost exclusively in homosexual and
bisexual men (approximately 95 pePc~nt of reported
cases)-has shown a gradual decline. The reasons
for this decline are unclear, but may reflect
widespread acceptance of safer sex efforts. PCP
accounts for the largest percentage of AIDS cases
and more than half of all AIDS-related deaths thus
far reported to the CDC.

WHAT CAUSES AIDS?
Most leading medical and scientific observers
believe that AIDS is caused by a member of the
retrovirus group known by its French discoverers as
lymphadenopathy-associated virus (LAV) and by its
American discoverers, as human T cell lymphotropic
virus variant III (HTLV-III).

As medical research has advanced, the virus has been
called by many names in medical literature; most
recently, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV),
which is the term used throughout this booklet for
the AIDS virus. Like many other diseases, such as
polio, AIDS may be caused by a number of different,
but closely related, viruses. Several such variants
have already been identified.
HIV seems to have an incubation period (the period
between initial infection and the development of
disease symptoms) of 3 to 10 years, or more. It damages, primarily, cells in the immune system in
humans, invading and reproducing in T-lymphocytes
and macrophages (two types of white blood cells) as
well as brain cells. Eventually, these lymphocytes
are destroyed, leaving the infected person immunedeficient and vulnerable to attack by viruses, fungi,
protozoa, bacteria and other apparently opportunistic
diseases, such as cancers.
HIV infection is believed to be lifelong. This means
that even if HIV infection is not causing demonstrable disease symptoms now, or after many years,
an infected person may be carrying a live transmissible virus, and may continue to do so for the rest of
her or his life.

WHERE DID AIDS ORIGINATE?
The first reported cases of what became known as
AIDS were from the United States and were first
reported to the CDC in 1981. At that time, the disease was called KS/01 (Kaposi's sarcoma and opportunistic infections) by CDC officials. Many epidemiologists believe that AIDS spread to the United
States, perhaps through a number of different routes,
from central Africa, where it may have been endemic
for many years. But, it is inappropriate to link AIDS,
in epithet or catch phrase, with any specific ethnic or
other subcultural group, just as it is inappropriate to
link any other communicable disease with such
groups.

AM I AT RISK FOR AIDS?
Most important, remember that it is your behavior-not your ethnic background, nationality, loca-
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tion, gender, or sexual preference-that places you at
risk. Those who may be at risk for AIDS include the
following:
• Males or females who have had unprotected sexual
contact since, or as long ago as, the mid- to late-1970s,
with multiple (male or female) partners. This risk is
apt to be highest in heavily populated areas, such as
New York or San Francisco, among many others.
• Males or females who have since, or as long ago as,
the mid- to late-1970s, used or shared syringes,
bulbs, "works," "cookers" or needles for the injection of drugs. This risk is apt to be highest in heavily populated areas. The use of shared or otherwise
contaminated needles or blades for the purpose of
ritual scarring, acupuncture, tattooing or piercing the
skin (earlobes, nipples, nose), will likewise place
recipients at high risk for AIDS.
• Anyone who has received transfusions of blood or
blood products from donors who may be at risk for
AIDS, especially people with hemophilia A or B, von
Willebrand's disease and other diseases of the blood.
There has been a vast decline in the number of
AIDS cases linked to transfusions. This has been
attributed to the voluntary abstaining of persons at
risk for AIDS as blood donors, more effective screening of blood donors in general, and antibody testing
of donated blood since 1984.

•

• Recipients of donor sperm for artificial insemination
or other donor tissues or organs from persons who
have or are at risk for AIDS.
• Children of women who may be at risk for AIDS,
during pregnancy and/or while breastfeeding them.

WHAT OTHER FACTORS MIGHT
PUT ME AT RISK?
Other factors, which are called secondary factors or
co-factors, alone or in combination, almost certainly
play roles in the development of AIDS in specific
cases. The most commonly cited of these co-factors
are listed below.
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• Poverty and malnutrition. HIV is not known to
infect people of one sex or of one racial or ethnic
background more than another. However, many
more people of particular racial or ethnic or gender
groups may be infected, depending directly on such
variables as the incidence of infection and the prevalence of high-risk behaviors in different geographic
areas and indirectly on such cultural factors as education and access to health care. In 1988, the cumulative incidence among blacks and Latinos was 8 to 12
times greater than among whites. Between 1981 and
1988, the cumulative incidence was 10 to 13 times
greater among black and Hispanic women than
among white women. In addition to being higher
now, these rates are rising more rapidly among people of color than among whites.
• Stress.
• Chronic, recurrent or multiple episodes of communicable diseases, such as tuberculosis, CMV retinitis
and herpes zoster infections, are commonly observed
as secondary or opportunistic infections in AIDS.
They may further weaken immunity and lead to
increasingly serious illness and death. Other sexually transmitted diseases, such as syphilis, gonorrhea
and herpes simplex infections, are believed to make
HIV transmission easier through the genital, anal and
oral mucosa! ulcers, blisters and other lesions they
characteristically produce. It must be emphasized
that neither the manifestation of any of these diseases nor any other acute, chronic, or recurrent infectious disease has yet been demonstrated to be a necessary precondition for HIV infection or AIDS to
originate, develop, or progress.
• The frequent or addictive inhaling or ingesting of legal or illegal medications, drugs, chemicals or substances. (Volatile nitrites or "poppers," have been
associated with KS in persons with AIDS.)
• Genetic predisposition probably plays some role in
individual and even some group susceptibilities to
AIDS, but such a role has never been demonstrated.
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• Using contaminated blood or blood produces for
transfusion or injection.

HOW IS HIV TRANSMlffED?
HIV is transmitted by any practice that puts you in
direct bloodstream contact with an infected person's
blood or semen. Although trace amounts of HIV
have been identified in the saliva and tears of persons with AIDS, these body fluids are thought co be
unlikely vehicles and have not yet been linked to
the transmission of HIV. HIV has also been identified in the urine of some persons with AIDS.
Although HIV may not be detectable in feces,
mucous membrane (oral or anal), or bloodstream
(from an open cut or wound), contact with the feces
of infected persons, which may contain trace or larger
amounts or blood, may pose a more substantial risk
of transmission than contact with the tears or saliva
of infected persons. The sweat of infected persons is
not believed co pose any risk of transmission.
HIV has also been identified in breast milk as well as
cervical and vaginal secretions. Although female-tomale, and especially male-to-female, sexual transmission is believed co be responsible for the development of a high percentage of AIDS cases, the
exact mechanisms of this transmission have not been
clarified. Recent evidence suggests chat HIV may
directly infect the cells of the inner lining of the
vagina and cervix. If substantiated, this would
explain how HIV can be transmitted from men co
women during vaginal intercourse in the absence of
.
bleeding. On the ocher hand, female-to-male
transmission, and transmission co the insercive partner in
male-co-male insertive sex, is believed co take place
through exposure of the male urethral mucosa to
contaminated body fluids. In addition, several cases
of AIDS have now been attributed co the ingestion
of cervical/vaginal secretions as well as of breast
milk. The ingestion of these body fluids and secretions from women who may have AIDS therefore
poses a risk of HIV transmission.

'

WHAT PUTS ME AT THE HIGHEST RISK
FOR HIV TRANSMISSION?
The following are known or believed to pose the
highest risk of HIV transmission and infection:
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• Using contaminated needles, syringes, bulbs,
"works" or "cookers."
• For the receptive partner, whether male or female,
having unprotected anal intercourse with an infected
partner. The risk here may be due co the fact chat
the rectal tissue is easily corn, which results in bleeding and the access of HIV-infected sperm to the
receptive partner's bloodstream. However, recent
evidence also suggests chat HIV may directly infect
the cells of the inner lining or wall of the colon,
which includes the anus and rectum.
• Unprotected vaginal intercourse with an infected
partner.
• The ingestion of an infected partner's seminal fluid,
ejaculate, cervical or vaginal secretions, breast milk,
blood or body fluids, or secretions chat are contaminated with blood.

CAN I GET AIDS FROM CASUAL
OR HOUSEHOLD CONTACT?
No cases of AIDS are known to have originated
through casual contact. You can dwell in the same
physical environment as an infected person, touch or
hug that person, wear chat person's clothing, use chat
person's furniture or otherwise expose your skin to
chat person or to objects he or she has couched,
breathe near an infected person who has coughed or
sneezed, and eat food chat person has prepared or
couched.
Although there are relatively small amounts of HIV
in the saliva and tears of persons with AIDS, it seems
unlikely chat they can transmit AIDS, and no cases
have thus far been attributed to chem. Light kissing
(mouth-co-skin) is a form of casual contact and is
without risk. Deep kissing (mouth-to-mouth) chat
lets you ingest an infected partner's saliva-especially if that person's mouth has been bleeding or if chat
person has vomited blood recently or if you, the partner, have bleeding gums or an open sore in your
mouth-poses a theoretical, albeit low, risk of HIV
7

transm1ss1on. Also, deep kissing may risk your transmitting viruses, bacteria and other organisms that
could cause serious illnesses in severely immune
deficient people. Deep kissing of persons with
AIDS should therefore be avoided, even though no
cases of HIV infection or AIDS have thus far been
attributed to such contact.
All the studies to date concerning casual and household contact have concluded that those who are not
sharing needles and who are not sexual partners of,
or born to, persons with AIDS are at little or no risk
of infection with HIV.

ARE HOSPITAL AND LABORATORY
PERSONNEL WHO WORK WITH
THE BODY FLUIDS OR TISSUES OF
PERSONS WITH AIDS AT INCREASED
RISK OF INFECTION?
In one study, ten cases of seroconversion (the
development of a positive test for antibodies to HIV)
have been reported, out of hundreds of health care
workers who have been stuck with needles contaminated with the blood of persons with AIDS, who give
mouth-to-mouth resuscitation to persons with AIDS
or who have otherwise been exposed to blood, other
body fluids or tissues of persons with AIDS. In each
of these cases, other risk factors have been found. In
another study of approximately 1,000 health care
workers, none of whom had reporteti needle-stick or
other specific incidents of exposure, no cases of
seroconversion in persons were found in people who
were not otherwise at risk. More recently, several
cases have been reported of HIV infection in health
care workers who were not known to be otherwise at
risk.
Despite these reports, the risk of HIV infection to
hospital and laboratory personnel, including those
who have had repeated exposure, appears to be
remarkably small when proper precautions are followed. The results from these and other studies suggest that the risk of transmission from needle-stick
exposure is less than 1 percent and probably closer to
.5 percent.

a

CAN AIDS BE SPREAD BY INSECTS?
There is no evidence that HIV can be spread by
insects and much evidence that HIV can not be
spread by them. It is true that researchers detected
HIV in a variety of insects, including mosquitoes,
cockroaches, ticks, tsetse flies and other insects from
Zaire and the Central African Republic.

DO THE TERMS COMMUNICA811,
CONTAGIOUS, INFECTIOUS AND
TRANSMISSl811 ALL MEAN
THE SAME THING?
The words communicable and transmissible mean that
the disease-causing organism may spread from person to person, without specifying how it is transmitted. The word contagious, however, can imply disease transmission from casual or household contact.
PCP, HIV infection and AIDS are indeed infectious,
transmissible and communicable, but not contagious.

ARE THERE OTHER CAUSES OF
IMMUNE DEFICIENCY?
There are many causes of immune deficiency,
besides AIDS: genetically inherited or otherwise
acquired during pregnancy; steroids or other toxic
medications; illegal drugs; pollutants or other noninfectious biological agents; viruses or being chronically sick with multiple infections. Having one or more
of these other causes of immune deficiency could
therefore complicate the diagnosis of AIDS, in some
cases. However, most authorities currently believe
that while not all cases of HIV infection necessarily
progress to AIDS, all AIDS cases involve HIV infection.

WHAT IS ARC?
AIDS-related complex (ARC) has been used by
physicians since 1983 to characterize the early (or
prodomal) stages of HIV infection - stages or manifestations of HIV infection that fall short of meeting
the criteria for the CDC case definition of AIDS.
The term ARC is not officially recognized by the
CDC for surveillance and reporting purposes, and
9

there are considerable discrepancies in the use of
this term by clinicians, patients and the public.
Eventually this term will disappear as more precise
terminology is found.
A working definition of ARC requires that a person
have at least two otherwise unexplained clinical
signs or symptoms of AIDS and at least two abnormal laboratory findings that are otherwise unexplained.

SYMPTOMS, DIAGNOSIS
AND TREATMENTS
WHAT ARE THE SYMPTOMS OF AIDS?
The symptoms of AIDS, listed below, are those of
primary HIV infection and of the opportunistic diseases that may develop. The latter include
widespread infections caused by viruses, fungi, and
protozoa, as well as other parasites and bacteria.
(Bacterial infections are more characteristic of AIDS
in children than of AIDS in adults.) The opportunistic diseases seen in AIDS also include Kaposi's sarcoma and other cancers, which may occur alone or in
combination with other opportunistic diseases.
All of these symptoms may be caused by other diseases or conditions; however, when not otherwise
explained, the development of any of these symptoms should be discussed with a physician or health
care provider who is knowledgeable about AIDS.
• Lymphadenopathy - enlarged and/or enlarging, hardening, painful or otherwise prominent lymph nodes
(also called lymph glands) in the neck, armpits or groin.

'.

• Recently appearing or slowly enlarging purplish or
discolored nodules, plaques or lumps; rashes, boils,
sores or impetigo, or other new growths on top of or
beneath the skin, or on the mucous membranes
(inside the mouth, anus or nasal passages, or underneath the eyelids).
• Thrush-a thick, persistent, whitish coating on the
tongue or in the throat, which may be accompanied by
soreness. Thrush is caused by a common fungus,
Candida albicans, which can flourish on the mucous
membranes of people with immune deficiencies.
Thrush may coexist with oral hairy leukoplakia (HL)
of the tongue, which appears as raised white areas of
thickening, usually on the sides of the tongue.
Candida is sometimes seen on the surfaces of these
lesions, and viruses such as papiloma, herpes and Epstein-Barr have been identified in biopsy specimens.
Thrush can also occur in patients who do not have
AIDS or immune deficiency but who are immune-suppressed from steroids or other medications or chemi-
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cals, or who are on antibiotic therapy. Some
researchers believe that HL and thrush are among the
most consistently predictive symptoms of HIV infection. They estimate that when thrush is found in a
person with HIV infection, there is a SO percent
chance that the symptoms of AIDS will appear within
two years. The treatment for thrush is Mycostatin suspension or clotrimawle troches. More extensive infections with Candida are treated with Ketoconazole.
• Shingles-an often painful, sometimes disseminated
infection caused by herpes zoster virus (HZV) and
consisting of small blisters in clusters surrounded by
reddened, swollen and, later, itchy skin-are usually
found along the distribution of a nerve route. Routes
along the back and around the sides, following the
contours of a rib, are most common, but shingles in
the neck area and the face also occurs. Shingles is
treated with high-dose oral acyclovir (Zovirax).
• Weight loss (with or without loss of appetite) of more
than 10 pounds or 10 percent of total body weight
over a period of less than 2 months that is clearly
unrelated to a depression, diet or activity.
• Persistent fever and/or night sweats.
• A heavy, persistent, often dry cough, accompanied
by shortness of breath, that is not from smoking and
that has lasted too long to be dUf .CO an ordinary
uncomplicated cold or flu.
• Persistent diarrhea.
• Easy bruising as well as unexplained bleeding from
any orifice, new growths on the skin or mucous
membranes.
• Profound fatigue, which may be accompanied by
light-headedness, faintness or dizziness, that does
not go away and is not explained by physical exertion, common tension, stress, depression, substance
abuse, or other neurological or psychiatric conditions.
• Persistent loss of memory or changes in gait or sense
of equilibrium; tremors, seizures, episodic blurring,
losses, or other changes, in vision, hearing, taste or
smell; difficulty in swallowing; incontinence;
12

changes in mood and/or other neurological or psychiatric symptoms.
• Persistent or recurrent pain, whether sharp or dull,
chronic or episodic, localized or diffuse.

WHAT WOULD CAUSE PERSISTENT
DIARRHEA IN A PERSON WITH AIDS?
There are many different causes of persistent diarrhea in persons with AIDS, or those who may be at
risk for AIDS, ranging from numerous parasites to
Kaposi's sarcoma involvement in the gastrointestinal
(GI) tract. Frequently reported in homosexual men
with AIDS is cryptosporidiosis, a relatively common
parasitic infection that was rarely seen in humans
before 1980, and that continues to resist experimental, as well as traditional, treatment. Some
promising treatments are being evaluated.
Although amebiasis, giardiasis and other parasitic
infections may not cause diarrhea or other physical
symptoms, they may nevertheless suppress the
immune system. If untreated, they may, at least in
theory, contribute to the progression of AIDS in individual cases.

WHY WOULD EASY BRUISING OR
BLEEDING BE SYMPTOMS OF AIDS?
Easy bruising and bleeding may be symptoms of
immune (or idiopathic) thrombocytopenic purpura
(ITP), which is a bleeding disorder associated with a
low platelet count. Although ITP is seen in persons
who are not at risk for AIDS, it is seen with increased
frequency among those who may be at risk for AIDS.
Treatments for ITP have included prednisone and
other steroid therapies, danazol, immunoglobulin therapies and splenectomy, and recently, zidorudine (AZT).

WHAT SHOULD I DO IF I HAYE
ANY SYMPTOMS OF AIDS?
Although any of these symptoms may appear in
association with conditions unrelated to AIDS, you
should consult a physician or health care provider
who is knowledgeable about AIDS, if you have any
of these symptoms.
13

HOW IS AIDS DIAGNOSED?
AIDS may be diagnosed in anyone who has a disease
that suggests an underlying immune deficiency,
when there is no other known cause or explanation.
At present, AIDS is also an official diagnosis for
reporting and surveillance purposes, recognized
nationally by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC)
and internationally by the World Health Organization (WHO). In the United States, the diagnosis of AIDS is considered official only when it meets
the criteria established by the CDC, which includes
evidence of HIV infection as a necessary prerequisite.

WHAT ARE THE DIAGNOSTIC TESTS
FOR AIDS?
No single test will confirm, without clinical correlation, a diagnosis of AIDS. However, certain laboratory tests, combined with clinical findings, may confirm a diagnosis of AIDS and/or classify a person as
having HIV infection. Other tests are used to diagnose the opportunistic diseases that occur in AIDS.
Several widely available and relatively inexpensive
laboratory tests may either strengthen or help to rule
out a diagnosis of immune deficiency. These
include the following:
• Red blood cell (RBC), white blood cell (WBC),
lymphocyte and platelet counts, whkh are often low
in persons with HIV infection.
• Skin testing with antigens, such as Candido, mumps,
Tricoplryton, Proteus, tetanus, diphtheria and tuberculin. These substances usually produce a swelling
or bump when injected into healthy people. Persons
with HIV infection usually react little or not at all to
these common antigens.

• Lymphocyte subpopulation studies that measure the
absolute and relative numbers of B-lymphocytes and
of helper and suppressor T-lymphocytes. With HIV
infection, these numbers are abnormal and the ratio
of helper to suppressor T cells (the T cell ratio) is
low. This reflects a decrease in the absolute number
of T-helper cells, which are directly invaded and destroyed by HIV. In the absence of symptoms, many
physicians in the U.S. currently recommend beginning experimental antiviral therapies such as AZT, as
well as preventative treatment for PCP.
• Lymphocyte transformation studies that measure
how well lymphocytes respond to or are stimulated
by foreign substances called antigens or mitogens.
• Triple-positive Coombs' test that measures elevations of the red blood cells.
• Tests for HIV antigens and antibodies (see note below).
Note: Laboratory results con be imprecise, even in lreoltlry
people, and may vary from one laboratory to onotlrer.
Tlrerefore, don't attempt to interpret laboratory test results
wit/rout consulting tire physician or otlrer lreoltlr core
provider wlro ordered tlrem.

TELL ME ABOUT THE HIV ANTIGEN TEST.
An HIV-1 antigen test, a dct measurement of HIV
particles, has recently been approved by the FDA.
Known as the P-24 antigen test, it can be used on
two fronts: as another, frequently earlier, diagnostic
tool for the presence of HIV, as well as a way for
physicians to monitor the effectiveness of antiviral
drugs such as AZT. It is not used for routine blood
screening, since the antigens can "disappear" for
awhile, before reemerging.

TELL ME ABOUT THE HIV ANTIBODY TEST.
• Serum protein electrophoresis, which measures the
serum protein (globulin) fractions of certain immune
responses. In persons with HIV infection, elevations
of these fractions are often observed.
The following laboratory tests are also used primarily
in research settings and therefore may not be routinely available:
14

In the U.S., a test is available for HIV antibodies that
was developed by the National Cancer Institute. It
consists of an initial screening, called an ELISA test,
and a more specific confirmation test called the
Western blot. Since the test, done with blood and
tissue, is for HIV antibodies and does not directly
measure the virus itself, it can label a small percent15

age of those tested as falsely positive, falsely negative, or indeterminate (neither clearly negative or
positive). In one study, nearly a quarter of those who
repeatedly tested HIV antibody-negative were
found, with an antigen test, to be infected with HIV.
Even so, this widely used test has an accuracy that
compares favorably with other diagnostic and antibody tests.
Note: With most antibody tests, a positive result-antibodies have been detected-implies some immunity to the
disease. This is apparently not the case with HIV antibody
tests. This unusual circumstance has not yet been explained.

The results of commercial HIV antibody testing still
need to be carefully evaluated, especially since HIV
infection may exist even in the presence of a negative test, and especially with regard to issues of confidentiality and informed consent. There is, however,
no question that many possible personal and public health
benefits can result from knowing if you are HIV antibody
positive.

Some of these benefits include the following: optimal monitoring of HIV infection and T-cell status, so
that PCP prevention can be initiated before the
development of clinical illness; the ability to perform
tuberculin skin testing before the loss of immunity
prevents the person with AIDS and tu~erculosis from
registering a positive response (tho\e with dormant
tuberculosis have a very high risk of developing
active disease); the ability to administer influenza and
pneumococcal vaccines, which are now recommended for all persons who are HIV antibody positive; the
ability to initiate AZT and/or other medications that
have shown some evidence of mitigating the progression of HIV infection and of having a greater impact
the earlier they are given in the course of HIV infection; the desperate need for people to enroll in clinical trials for experimental treatments, which cannot
be done without knowledge of a person's HIV antibody status; and the improved ability to screen pregnant woman and children for HIV infection.
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WHAT DO I DO IF I DECIDE TO BE
TESTED FOR HIV ANTIBODY?
If you wish to go ahead, find a program that offers
proper pre- and post-test counseling about the interpretation of the results, the emotional impact this
information will have on you, and the actions you
should take.
Because of the risk of discrimination, try to ensure
your test results will be confidential and/or anonymous. If your employer, supervisor, instructor, military commander, physician or other health care
provider or insurer requests that you be tested and
you do not wish to be-especially if there is no assurance of confidentiality or anonymity-you should
refuse to be tested and seek legal counsel. At the
present time, the armed services, Job Corps, foreign
service, and Peace Corps routinely test all new
recruits, and federal prisons test all inmates. If you
apply for permanent resident status (green card), you
will be required to take the test and will be excluded
when found co be positive. Some insurers and
employers legally and routinely screen for HIV
infection. Even so, if you believe you have been discriminated against because of an HIV antibody testing result, seek legal counsel. (In New York City,
complaints of discrimination can be submitted to the
New York City Commission on Human Rights. Call
212-566-5050.)
If you have made an informed decision to be tested
for antibody to HIV, speak with your physician about
how, when and where to take the test. In New York,
you will be referred to an alternative testing center
established by the New York City and State
Departments of Health, where antibody testing is
performed on an anonymous basis and additional
counseling is routinely given. To make an appointment, call 718-485-8111.

IF I HAVE A POSITIVE HIV ANTIBODY
TEST, AND PRESENTLY HAVE NO
SYMPTOMS, WHAT IS MY PROGNOSIS?
HOW LONG WILL I HAVE BEFORE I
BEGIN DEVELOPING SERIOUS
COMPLICATIONS OF HIV INFECTION?
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Herpes zoster

Skin lesions, systemic
infection

Epstein-Barr virus

Lymphadenopathy; CNS
(involving central nervous
system) lymphoma (cancer
of lymph tissues)

METASTATIC
Kaposi's sarcoma

I
Cancerous lesions of the
skin, mucous membranes
and internal organs

OTHER
Idiopathic
thromboctyopenia
purpura (ITP)

Easy bruising, bleeding

AIDS-associated wasting syndrome is an imprecise
term that clinicians and researchers use for diagnostic and surveillance purposes. It describes a syndrome of profound, involuntary weight loss that may
be associated with HIV infection or parasites, and
that does not seem to have any other causes, such as
infections or cancer.

WHAT IS AIDS DEMENTIA?

1

Cytomegalovirus (CMV) retinitis, a major opportunistic disease in persons with AIDS, is an infection
of the retina that causes severe visual impairment.
Other forms of retinitis that are seen in AIDS
include herpes zoster retinitis, toxoplasma retinitis
and retinitis caused by KS lesions. At present, the
only treatment licensed is ganciclovir (DHPG),
which cannot be taken concomitantly with high
doses of AZT, because of toxic side effects.
However, clinical trials are under way with intravenous foscarnet and other drugs which would not
require the discontinuation of AZT.

WHAT IS KAPOSI'S SARCOMA (KS)?

WHAT IS AIDS-ASSOCIATED
•WASTING" SYNDROME?

Kaposi's sarcoma (KS) is a cancerous tumor of blood
and lymphatic vessel wall tissues. It was first
described in 1872 but was rarely diagnosed in the
United States and Europe prior to the AIDS epidemic. Before AIDS, diagnosed cases of KS were overwhelmingly limited to three populations: elderly
men, especially those of Jewish or Mediterranean
descent; black African nationals, who were most often adolescent boys; and people whose immune systems had been suppressed with medications, usually
in order to receive an organ transplant.

t •

AIDS dementia (AD)-also called HIV
encephalopathy, AIDS-dementia syndrome (ADS)
and AIDS-dementia complex (ADC)-is an imprecise term that clinicians and researchers use for diag?ostic and surveillance purposes. Generally speakmg, AD may include auditory, visual and other sensory disturbances, muscular dysfunction, personality
changes, memory and judgment impairments, and/or
a severe loss of intellectual, social or occupational
abilities.
The most common cause of AD is believed to be
direct infection of the brain by HIV. Other known
causes can range from herpes simplex to "cerebrovascular accidents," such as hemorrhage or stroke.
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WHAT 15 CYTOMEGALOVIRUS (CMV)
RETINITIS?

In persons with AIDS, KS is often aggressive and may
be disseminated throughout the body, internally as
well as externally, at the time of diagnosis or at any
time following diagnosis. Typically, patients have
hard, not painful, purplish plaques or nodules on the
skin or mucous membranes. In many cases, lymph
nodes are involved, which may be swollen and tender,
as is the gastrointestinal tract, although this rarely
results in obvious symptoms. Some people whose
first diagnosed AIDS illness was KS appear to have
survived longer (up to 5 years) following their initial
diagnosis than have those who were first diagnosed
with PCP. KS is often responsive to a variety of treatments, including various forms of chemotherapy and
radiation therapy, and cryotherapy (liquid nitrogen).
Thus far, chemotherapeutic drugs such as adriamycin,
bleomycin, vinblastine and VP 16 have been used for
treatment most often, but studies continue with more
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experimental drugs such as alpha- and gamma-interferon and interleukin-2, and combinations such as
alpha-interferon with azidothymidine (AZT). Note:
Gamma-interferon is now an FDA-approved treatment for
early KS.

WHAT IS ATYPICAL TB?
Mycobacterium avium complex (MAC) or atypical
tuberculosis (TB) refers to a number of organisms
belonging to a particular group of mycobacteria. It
was first called Mycobacterium avium intracellulare
(MAI), if you look for it in medical literature. As the
prevention and treatment of PCP (until now, the
principle cause of illness and death in persons with
AIDS) has advanced, other opportunistic diseases,
such as MAC, have become more prominent. In
fact, MAC is now the most common cause of systemic (that is, relating to the entire body) bacterial
infections in patients with AIDS.

Typic~lly, the patient with MAC has already had one
or more bouts with PCP, is on PCP treatment, and
has had weeks or months of weight loss, fevers,
chills, night sweats and diarrhea. The diagnosis is
established with sputum and blood cultures, bone
marrow biopsy and tissue body specimens. Even if
MAC is diagnosed, however, it cannot be definitively
assumed to be the cause of symptoms, since many
patients have MAC infection without symptoms.
The treatment of MAC, which is \till experimental
and variable, is combination therapy with such drugs
as amikacin, clofazimine, ethambutol, rifampin, isoniazid, and ciprofloxacin.

WHAT IS LYMPHADENOPATHY
SYNDROME?
LAS (lymphadenopathy syndrome) and PGL (persistent generalized lymphadenopathy) are terms used
by health care professionals to characterize conditions of persistently swollen lymph glands in the
absence of any known illness or drug that could
cause such symptoms. Although many cases of
AIDS have been preceded by manifestations of PGL
or LAS, there is insufficient information to conclude
that ARC, PGL or LAS represent orderly stages in a
progression leading to AIDS. At present, we do not
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know to what extent these conditions may predict
the eventual development of AIDS. However, one
recent study concluded that the incidence of AIDS
increases significantly after the third year of lymphadenopathy. Like ARC, the terms PGL and LAS
will probably be absorbed and superceded in evolving classification systems.

WHAT IS PNEUMOCYSJ'IS CARINII (PCP)?
Pneumocystis carinii (PCP) pneumonia, is a fungal
infection of the lungs that is rarely observed in
immunologically healthy persons. It is the most
commonly diagnosed opportunistic disease seen in
AIDS. The symptoms are cough, fever, and shortness of breath, often mild and lasting for weeks or
months before PCP is diagnosed.

With the newer, more sensitive staining techniques,
PCP can often be diagnosed from an examination of
a coughed-up sputum sample. Otherwise, the diagnosis can be made definitively only by finding the
organism itself in bronchial secretions or lung tissues.
These secretions and tissues can be obtained during
bronchoscopy or by sputum induction, a procedure
done with a fiberglass scope which is passed into the
sedated patient's anesthetized bronchial tree.
Although no other tests are definitive for the presence of PCP, chest x-rays, gallium scans, white blood
cell counts, and arterial blood gases can together
determine a diagnosis of PCP, even when the organism cannot be found in the bronchoscopy tests or
biopsy specimens.
PCP has been successfully treated with trimethoprim sulfamethoxazole (Bactrim) and pentamidine
isethionate. However, both drugs may cause an
allergic reaction and other side effects, and neither
drug treats underlying HIV infection or immune
deficiency. For patients who are allergic to Bactrim
and pentamidine, other drugs (such as dapsone,
trimethoprin, diflouromethylornithine and trimetrexate with folinic acid, in combination with steroids
in severe cases) may be used to treat PCP, although
they may also cause allergic or other toxic reactions.
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Recently, an aerosolized form of pentamidine, which
has minimal or no side effects, was approved by the
FDA as a highly effective means of preventing the
onset of PCP. Most physicians advise those persons
with AIDS who have already had PCP and/or whose
total lymphocyte and T cell counts are low to take
Bactrim, dapsone or pentamidine to prevent the
development or recurrence of PCP.

CAN AIDS BE TREATED?
There are no known cures for AIDS or for earlier
stages of HIV infection. However, there are effective treatments for many of the opportunistic diseases which take advantage of HIV infection. These
treatments include antibiotics, chemotherapy, radiotherapy, and a number of experimental drugs and
techniques. At home and abroad, medical research
continues on two major categories of experimental
agents: antivirals and stimulants/regulators/modulators of the immune system.
• Antivirals (sometimes called antiretrovirals, since
HIV is a retrovirus, a structurally more complex virus
family) are agents that can kill the virus directly or
can directly or indirectly limit the growth of the
VlfUS.

To date, no antiviral has been able to completely
eradicate HIV from infected people. Because it does
seem to have some beneficial efte'ct, and in the
absence of an absolute cure, people with HIV infection usually need some form(s) of antiviral therapy,
probably combined with an immune system stimulant, for an indefinite period.
Research continues on many antivirals, including
alpha interferon, azidothymidine (AZT), D.D.I., and
Compound Q, to name just a few. Of these, only
AZT-despite often serious side effects-has been
found to prolong the lives of a significant sample of
persons with HIV infection who also had PCP. In
addition, studies on people who are both HIV positive and without physical symptoms have shown that
AZT seems to delay the onset of symptoms of HIV
infection.
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Because AZT, at high doses, is often so toxic, the
current trend is to use it in lower and alternating
doses with other antivirals, such as Acyclovir, or with
other drugs that counteract its toxicity, such as erythropoietin. Some antivirals, such as ribavirin and
alpha interferon, seem to have benefited a few people who also have KS. However, all the experiments
have been limited and subject to conflicting interpretations, and none of the antivirals can be considered a cure for HIV infection or AIDS.
No stimulant, regulator, or modulator of the immune
system has yet been found to be as effective as AZT
in modifying the course of AIDS. But research continues with the hope that drugs will be discovered
that can work alone or, more likely, in combination
with antivirals or other agents. Among many others,
immune response modulators being studied include
naltrexone, anti-interferon globulin, disulfiram
(antabuse), and Interleukin 2.
Like most antivirals, many of these drugs can have
adverse effects and are potentially dangerous. If you
have AIDS or HIV infection, always carefully weigh
as best you can, the benefits of taking medications,
whether established or experimental, with the
potential risks. We wish the choices were easier.
Given the scope of this epidemic, it's not surprising
that a great many chemicals and techniques are
being explored and offered as possible cures, some
from reputable institutions, some from (hopefully)
well-meaning but not medically sound sources, here
and abroad. Choose as wisely as you can.

WHAT FORMS OF ALTERNATIVE
THERAPIES ARE USED TO TREAT AIDS?
There is little scientific information on alternative
treatments for AIDS. Some American medical
investigators are evaluating such nontraditional
approaches as ozone therapy, acupuncture, and meditation therapies. Even though no scientific data suggest that holistic therapies can prolong life, or otherwise alter the course of AIDS or HIV infection, these
approaches often emphasize nutrition, exercise,
stress reduction, and spiritual serenity. Many per25

sons with AIDS have indicated that their quality of
life has been enhanced by spiritual or holistic beliefs
and practices; and there is no question that, to the
extent that these motivate a person with AIDS to
seek optimal medical care, they may justly be cited
as contributing to that person's survival. If, however,
holistic therapies ignore optimal medical treatments,
they may diminish a person's chances for survival.
More information on alternative therapies can be
obtained from the AIDS Treatment Registry, 212268-4196.

WHAT IS CRI?
CRI stands for Community Research Initiative,
which represents a collaborative effort by physicians,
researchers, and persons with AIDS co bring larger
numbers of persons with AIDS into treatment and to
expedite treatments that are otherwise being neglected because of a lack of financial incentive on
the part of pharmaceutical companies. CRI literature urges taking the initiative to seek promising
interventions in the treatment of AIDS. For more
information, call CRI at 212-481-1050.

DO DOCTORS HAVE TO TREAT
PERSONS WITH AIDS?
Yes, according to statements issued by the American
Medical Association:
t •

A physician may not ethically refuse to treat a patient whose condition is within the physicians current
realm of competence solely because the patient has
been infected with [HIV] .... When an epidemic prevails, a physician must continue his labors without
regard to the risk to his [or her] own health.... The
doctor has a special social status, and in return society expects that the doctor will shoulder certain risks
and take care of the sick, including people with
AIDS.... A person who is afflicted with AIDS needs
compassionate treatment. Neither those who have the
disease nor those who have been infected with the
virus should be subjected to discrimination based on
fear or prejudice, least of all by members of the
health care community.
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PREVENTION AND PRECAUTIONS
IF I AM AT RISK FOR AIDS, SHOULD
I BE TESTED FOR TUBERCULOSIS (TB)?
Because TB is both more common and more aggressive in persons with HIV infection, if you are at risk,
you should have TB skin testing. In addition, if you
have had TB in the past, you may get TB again,
especially if you failed to complete your treatment.
Contact the Bureau of TB Control at your regional
department of health (or other qualified health care
provider) for periodic evaluation. This will include
chest x-rays, sputum cultures, blood tests and outpatient treatment, which may include combinations
of oral anti-tuberculosis medications such as isoniazid, with pyridoxine, rifampin, pyrazinamide, and
ethambutol.
Since your compromised immune system may prevent you from having a positive skin test for TB, all
HIV positive patients with a negative test should be
seen by the Bureau of TB Control of your regional
Department of Health. At the present time, you will
be evaluated further and given preventative treatment for TB.

IF I AM AT RISK FOR AIDS,
SHOULD I BE TESTED FOR SYPHILIS?
Yes. In most clinics, hospitals and physicians'
offices, this is done routinely. In some cases,
patients do not respond normally to the test and
cases of syphilis have gone undetected.
Neurosyphilis (a late stage complication of the disease) must always be considered when neurological
disease in persons with AIDS is diagnosed. When
symptoms suggest that the patient has syphilis, but
initial tests are negative, funher tests can confirm it.
Because it has been found that treatment is more
difficult for HIV infected people, your physician
should consult regional or national departments of
health about the latest recommendations for diagnosing and treating syphilis.
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CAN I GET AIDS FROM HEPATITIS B
VACCINE PREPARATIONS?
Because gay men were used as blood donors in the
development of the plasma-derived hepatitis B vaccine preparations recommended for persons at risk
for hepatitis B, there has been some speculation that
these preparations might be contaminated with HIV.
However, not a single case of AIDS has been reported, after more than a million Americans (mostly
health care workers) received the hepatitis B vaccine, unless the person had other risk factors for
AIDS. Thus, researchers unanimously concluded
that the procedures currently used to prepare the
vaccine have effectively eliminated any risk of HIV
transmission.

IF I AM AT RISK FOR AIDS, SHOULD
I GET VACCINATED FOR HEPATITIS B?
Anyone, especially if you are a gay man, who has
been sexually active with multiple partners-even if
you have been strict about practicing safer sex-is at
some risk for hepatitis B and you should speak to
your physician about whether to be vaccinated. This
is especially true if you are HIV antibody positive
and if you are a person with AIDS who has gastrointestinal bleeding, or who is taking AZT, or who
may take AZT. In these cases, you are more likely
than the general population to receive transfusions of
blood or blood products and are tht!refore at greater
risk for hepatitis B. In persons with AIDS, however,
the immune system may be so compromised that it
can't respond to the challenge of the vaccine and
immunity to hepatitis B will not develop. Since hepatitis B vaccine is made with the killed virus, you
cannot develop hepatitis from the vaccine.

IS HEPATITIS MORE COMMON OR
MORE SERIOUS IN PERSONS WITH AIDS?
Of the many diseases that are noted when physicians
take past medical histories of persons at risk for
AIDS, hepatitis B occurs most often. It is neither a
universal nor a necessary factor for the progression of
AIDS. The risk of developing chronic active hepatitis (CAH), which is the most serious complication of
hepatitis B and which can cause cirrhosis of the liver
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and liver failure, appears to be greater in persons
with AIDS than in the general population. In addition, persons with AIDS who have CAH may experience a more rapid progression of their illness. The
diagnosis of CAH is suggested by liver enlargement
and tenderness and. by repeated liver function tests
(LFT) abnormalities, but CAH can only be confirmed by liver biopsy. In the absence of a cure,
treatments, are experimental and aimed at alleviating symptoms.

CAN I GET AIDS FROM IMMUNE
GLOBULIN PREPARATIONS?
Because immune globulins manufactured before
1985 were taken from the plasma of human donors
who were not screened for HIV antibodies, there has
been concern about the safety of using immune
globulin (IG), hepatitis B immune globulin (HBIG)
and intravenous immune globulin (IVIG). However,
current evidence shows that these preparations pose
no discernible risk of transmitting HIV infection.
Passively acquired HIV antibody from HBIG known
to contain high levels of antibody has been reported,
but the presence of this antibody does not imply the
presence of passively acquired virus. Therefore,
anyone who received HBIG derived from donors
who may not have been prescreened, and who tested
positive for HIV antibody within approximately six
months of having received HBIG, should be considered false-positives in those cases in which antibody becomes undetectable after approximately six
months.

IF l'VE HAD A BLOOD TRANSFUSION,
HOW CAN I FIND OUT IF THE UNIT
WAS CONTAMINATED AND IF l'M
NOW AT RISK FOR AIDS?
The New York Blood Center, the American
Association of Blood Banks (AABB), the American
Red Cross and other blood, blood product and transfusion facilities and organizations have been cooperating in a variety of programs since early summer of
1986 to identify all of the approximately 10,000 persons who received HIV-contaminated blood before
March 1985, when routine testing of donated blood
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was implemented. Preliminary findings suggest that
those who received blood from donors who have or
had AIDS or who are or were HIV antibody-positive
have a high risk of becoming antibody-positive and
are thus at high risk for AIDS. Approximately half of
those who received seropositive blood thus far are
seropositive, and a significant number have developed symptoms of HIV infection or AIDS.
However, because only a small fraction of the total
number of transfusions given contained contaminated blood, the probability that you received a
contaminated unit during the decade before routine
testing of donated blood began is also small. Some
variation exists, depending on the number of units
transfused and when and where the transfusion(s)
took place.

If you received transfused blood or blood products
since the mid-1970s and have not been contacted by
a physician or hospital representative, this does not
guarantee that you did not receive infected blood,
and you may wish to consider the pros and cons of
HIV antibody testing.

SHOULD I PUT MY BLOOD IN A
BLOOD BANK NOW, IN CASE
I EVER NEED SURGERY?
Although all units of donated blood are now routinely tested for HIV antibody, there is a small possibility
that some units containing infected brood, with HIV
or with relatives of HIV, will go undetected.
Therefore, the American Association of Blood Banks
(AABB) and the American Medical Association
(AMA), among other blood bank and hospital associations, recommend that, when possible, if you plan
to have elective surgery, you should donate and store
your own blood (called "autologous" blood) in advance. Unless you are going to have a specific,
scheduled surgical procedure, they recommend that
you do not donate your blood for long-term storage.
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WHAT SHOULD I DO IF I NEED TO BE
THE DONOR OR RECIPIENT OF BLOOD,
BLOOD PRODUCTS, SPERM, TISSUE
OR ORGANS?
Organs, tissues and body fluids, especially blood and
semen obtained from persons who have or are at risk
for AIDS, even if they are HIV antibody negative
(since routine testing may fail to detect HIV in a
small number of cases), must be considered at least
potentially infectious. Therefore, if you are at risk
for AIDS, you should not donate blood, sperm, or
other tissues or organs, regardless of antibody test
results. If you are to be the recipient of blood, blood
products, sperm for artificial insemination, or other
tissues or organs for transplantation, you should
ascertain that the donor fluids and tissues have been
properly screened and tested for HIV antibody, even
though this screening and testing are now supposedly routine. In emergency situations, the risks of HIV
infection must be weighed against the potentially
life-giving, life-saving or life-prolonging benefits of
fluid, tissue or organ donation.

IF I AM HIV-POSlnVE OR AT RISK
FOR AIDS, AM I INELIGIBLE FOR
ORGAN TRANSPLANTS?
According to the United Network for Organ Sharing
(UNOS), a federally funded agency that matches
donor organs and recipients, if you are HIV-positive,
you should not automatically be considered ineligible for life-saving organ transplants, especially since
you may remain without symptoms of AIDS indefinitely.

IF I HAVE AIDS OR AM AT RISK FOR
AIDS, WHOM SHOULD I TELL?
You should tell potential sex partners, dentists, physicians and anyone else who will come in direct contact
with your body fluids. If you fail to inform anyone
who you may be placing at risk, New York State law
currently permits physicians and other public health
workers to inform those people that they are at risk.
However, it is illegal for the person who is the source
of that risk co be identified by name.
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IF I NAVE AIDS OR AM OTHERWISE
IMMUNE DEFICIENT, WHAT
PRECAUTIONS SHOULD I TAKE?
• Avoid direct exposure of your mucous membranes or
of any open cuts or sores to the mucous membranes
or body fluids, coughing or sneezing, or wastes of any
other persons, because they may carry germs that can
cause infection. Likewise, direct exposure of another person's mucous membranes or open cuts or sores
to your mucous membranes, body fluids or wastes
poses a risk of transmission of HIV to that person.
• Avoid using someone else's toothbrush, razor and uncleaned eating utensils, cups and glasses.
• Be sure your doctor or health care provider has taken
into consideration that you are immune deficient
before you accept any kind of vaccination. Many
vaccines have living but altered ("attenuated") viruses or bacteria that will not harm anyone with normal
immune system capabilities, but may be dangerous
to you. There is no known risk from flu and pneumococcal vaccines, which contain killed virus and
bacteria preparations, and both are currently recommended on an annual basis (even though
pneumococcal pneumonia vaccine is ordinarily given
once) for immune-compromised persons.
• If your platelet count is low, take sp~cial care with
cuts and scrapes, even when they ~eem minor and
painless. Compress the area long enough to stop the
bleeding. Avoid activities that could result in injury.
Because aspirin, ibuprofen (Motrin, Advil,
Medipren, etc.), and Tylenol further reduce the ability of blood to clot, especially with increasing doses,
avoid these medications unless they are being carefully monitored by a physician who knows that you
are immune deficient. Check the labels on over-thecounter medications for pain relief or cold symptoms, because many of them contain aspirin, also
known as acetylsalicylic acid (ASA).
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• Clean minor injuries immediately with hydrogen peroxide, mercurochrome, or soap and water, then protect them with iodine, mercurochrome or antiseptic
ointment and suitable bandages. Wounds that do not
heal should be examined, sooner rather than later, by
a physician who is knowledgeable about AIDS.
• Do not inject yourself with drugs or medications, unless you are under a physician's supervision, one who
knows that you are immune-deficient and that you
may have a low platelet count. Routinely self-medicati ng, insulin-dependent diabetics who are also
immune-deficient should be sure that their platelet
counts are monitored and that injection sites are
compressed long enough to stop the bleeding. Using
shared needles, syringes or other paraphernalia to
inject drugs carries an extremely high risk of HIV
transmission and of other serious infections.
• Avoid travel to areas where sanitary conditions are
poor, infestations with parasites are common or rates
of dysentery and other diarrheal and transmissible
diseases are high. If you do travel to such areas, be
sure to peel fruits and vegetables because diseasecausing organisms may be on their surfaces. Some
foreign travel may require immunizations with weakened rather than killed organisms. Again, such vaccinations would be extremely dangerous for persons
whose immune systems are compromised.
• If you eat meat, especially pork, be sure that it is
well-cooked.

• Avoid old, dusty environments, especially where
birds, rodents and insects are likely to have bred.
Disease-causing organisms likely to be present in
such locations may be inhaled or ingested, or may
enter the body through breaks in the skin.
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• Household pets may harbor disease-causing organisms. This is especially true of cats, which have in
their stool parasites that cause toxoplasmosis
(although cats are not specifically known to be a significant source of toxoplasmosis in persons with
AIDS). Check with your veterinarian about your
pet's health and any preventable diseases of which
your pet could be a source. Use rubber gloves and
face masks when handling pet wastes, to minimize
the possibility of contamination.
• Take antibiotics only when prescribed by a physician
or other health care provider. The indiscriminate
use of antibiotics can bring on fungal infections,
encourage the development of antibiotic-resistant
strains of bacteria and damage organs and tissues.
• Eat a balanced diet, full of vitamins, minerals, proteins and carbohydrates. Some nutritionists believe
that macrobiotic, vegetarian and other diets or foods
have special preventive or therapeutic value.
Unfortunately, no clinical research has yet proved the
effectiveness of any of these regimens.
• Using drugs-such as alcohol, marijuana, volatile nitrites ("poppers"), narcotics, tranquilizers, cocaine,
amphetamines and tobacco--may, for some people
and especially in high doses, be immune-suppressant. So, if you are immune-deficient, stop using all
illegal and "social" drugs. You can use sedatives,
analgesics (aspirin, etc.) or other medications prescribed or approved by a physician who knows about
your medical condition. There is no evidence that
medically supervised methadone maintenance treatment causes or worsens immune deficiency or that it
in any way directly affects the development or progression of AIDS.
• Try to reduce stress in your living and working
environments. Stress and depression may contribute
to immune deficiency.
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SPECIFICALLY ABOUT WOMEN
AND CHILDREN
IF I AM PREGNANT AND AM AT RISK
FOR AIDS, 15 THE CHILD l'M CARRYING
ALSO AT RISK?
Yes. If you are at risk for AIDS, or if any recent
(within the last 10 years) or current sexual partner is
at risk for AIDS-whether or not this sexual partner
is the father of the child you are carrying-the child
is at risk. The only exception to this is if the sexual
partner you are worried about first engaged in high
risk behavior after you and that partner ended your
relationship. In other words, if he began to take IV
drugs after you broke up, you're not in danger
because of his new habit.
There are no precise statistics on the rates of HIV
transmission from mother to fetus or infant (perinatal
HIV transmission), but the available data suggest
that the rate is as high as 65%. What complicates
estimates, however, is not being sure what percentage of those babies may have passively acquired the
antibody from their mothers during pregnancy or
breastfeeding, but may not have become infected
with the virus itself. Passively acquired antibodies
may be detectable in these babies for up to 15
months.

HOW DOES HIV TRANSMISSION
BETWEEN A WOMAN AND A FETUS TAKE
PLACE? CAN I MINIMIZE THAT RISK?
Exactly how prenatal HIV transmission occurs is not
yet known. However, it is believed that transmission
from mother to child can occur at any time during
gestation (through the placenta), labor and delivery,
as well as during nursing. Apart from general riskreduction measures, there are no medications or
techniques that are known to lower the risk of this
kind of HIV transmission.
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l'VE HEARD THAT PREGNANCY ITSELF
CAN LOWER MY IMMUNITY. IF l'VE BEEN
INFECTED WITH HIV, DOES BECOMING
PREGNANT INCREASE MY CHANCES OF
DEVELOPING AIDS?
What complicates estimating the risks of HIV infection associated with pregnancy is the uncertain role
of the body's immune suppression that is often seen
during normal pregnancy. This lowered immunity,
as reflected in a lowering of the T cell ratio and an
increased susceptibility to certain infections, is most
often seen during the last 3 months of pregnancy.
The T cell ratio usually returns to normal about 3
months after delivery. Data are sparse and inconclusive. Although one study suggests that pregnancy
itself increases the likelihood that an HIV-infected
woman will develop AIDS, a more recent study did
not back up that supposition.

IF I AM AT RISK FOR AIDS,
CAN I BREASTFEED MY BABY?
Because HIV transmission and infection from breast
milk has been documented, women who are at risk
for AIDS are advised not to breastfeed.

IF I AM PREGNANT AND LEARN THAT I
AM AT RISK FOR AIDS OR THAT MY
SEXUAL PARTNER IS AT RISK FOR AIDS,
WHAT SHOULD I DO?
' .
If you are pregnant and learn that you are at risk for
AIDS, immediately seek counseling from an
obstetrician-gynecologist or other qualified physician
or health care provider who is knowledgeable about
AIDS and pregnancy. As part of this counselling,
you will probably be advised to take the HIV antibody test. If you choose to have the test and it is
negative, you will probably be advised to have the
test repeated, especially if you have been or continue to be exposed to risk factors in recent months.
Your health care provider should be able to tell you
about the high risk of fetal transmission of HIV infection.
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WHAT ARE THE CURRENT
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMMUNIZING
CHILDREN WHO ARE HIV POSITIVE?
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ROUTINE IMMUNIZATION OF HIV INFECTED CHILDREN UNITED STATES, 1988
HIV INFECTION
VACCINE

KNOWN ASYMPTOMATIC SYMPTOMATIC

DTPt
opv§
IPV1
MMR 0
Hbcv§§
Pneumococcal
Influenza

yes
no
yes
yes
yes
no
no

t DTP .. Dipthcria and tetanus toxoids and pertussis n ccinc.

yes
no
yes
yestt
yes
yes
yes

z.

§ OPV - Oral,.,ittcnuated poliovirus vaccine: cont.ains polim·irus types t. and .l .
'IIPV • Inactivated poliovims vat-cine, contains poliO\·ims types 1, Z. and .l.
•• M~IR - Live measles. mumps, ;md rubella viruses in a comhincd \'al'l.'inc.
tt Should be considered.
§§ HhCV - ltnrm()/)6i/11.s i11//11rNZ11t type h co t.-onjug11tc ,·al-cine.

FROM: CDC. Morbid ity and Mortality Weekly Report. 137: 182, 1988.

IF A CHILD WHO MAY HAVE AIDS BITES,
SCRATCHES, CUTS, SPITS ON, VOMITS ON,
URINATES ON, OR DEFECATES ON MY
CHILD, WILL MY CHILD GET AIDS?
No case of HIV transmission from one child to
another has been documented. There ~ a theoretical possibility, but your child is probably in graver
danger from an automobile accident in the course of
his or her lifetime than AIDS in the playground.

WHAT SHOULD CHILDREN BE
TOLD ABOUT AIDS?
Much depends on the age and maturity of the child,
as well as your comfort level and ability to talk about
the issues surrounding AIDS. Before tackling the
subject, you may want to glance at an excellent pamphlet, "How to Talk with Your Children About
AIDS." It is available, free of charge, from the Sex
Information and Education Council of the U.S.
(SIECUS). To request a copy, send a self-addressed
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business size envelope to SIECUS/NYU, 32
Washington Place, Room 52, New York, NY 10003.

REDUCING THE RISKS
THROUGH SEXUAL TRANSMISSION

ARE THERE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AIDS
IN ADULTS AND AIDS IN CHILDREN?
Yes. One of the most striking differences is that children with AIDS are more vulnerable than adults
with AIDS to a broader range of bacterial infections.
The most frequently diagnosed bacterial infections
in children with AIDS are recurrent pneumonia, bacterial sepsis, and chronic draining infection in the
middle ear.
Another major difference is that, because of the
greater number and kinds of illnesses and conditions
that may cause immune deficiency in a newborn,
determining which disease or condition the patient
suffers from in suspected cases of pediatric AIDS is
more difficult.

t •

You can lower your risk of sexual transmission by
refraining from any sexual activity that exposes your
bloodstream to the fluids or tissues of any partner
who is at risk. The following can help reduce your
risk:
• Take time to know your potential sexual partner and
what his or her sexual preferences, sexual history
and possible risky behaviors are. Then decide what
you want to do.
• Practice only safer sex.
Safer sex includes lots of fun activities that have virtually no risk of HIV transmission, like cuddling,
massaging, body rubbing, kissing the partner's skin
and mutual masturbation. Any activity that does not
involve the exchange or passage of any body fluids
between you is considered safe.
If you exchange or come in contact with infected
body fluids such as blood and semen, you put yourself or your partner at high risk for infection with
HIV. Anal and vaginal intercourse are associated
with the highest risk of all sexual activities for HIV
infection. Other practices, such as oral-genital contact, oral-anal contact and deep mouth-to-mouth
kissing, have varying degrees of risk.

Although HIV has not been detected in urine and
feces, analingus (oral-anal contact, or "rimming") is
associated with the highest risk of acquiring a number of serious infectious diseases, including hepatitis,
amebiasis and other parasitic diseases. Inserting
your fist into a partner's rectum is also associated
with high risk for a number of serious, potentially
fatal injuries and infections. If you bite or scratch
enough to draw the blood of an infected partner, you
put yourself at some risk.

• If you or your partner may be at risk for AIDS,
always use a condom, a dental dam (a 6-inch square
of latex), or a polyurethane "female" condom which
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is being tested and should be available fairly soon.
Use them properly to reduce the risk of infection
during vaginal and anal intercourse, and during oralgenital sex. Take care when condoms are in place,
because they have been known to fall off or tear during sexual activity. Don't use latex rubber condoms
with petroleum-based lubricants such as Vaseline
and mineral oil (the petroleum weakens the latex).
Do use only water-based lubricants like K-Y jelly.
Spermicidal gels, foams, creams and lubricants that
contain at least 5 percent nonoxynol-9, a chemical
that seems to kill HIV and other infectious agents,
can provide additional protection. Note that gels,
foams, creams and lubricants containing nonoxynol-9
may irritate the rectal mucosa and that lambskin condoms are more likely to tear than latex rubber varieties and may be more permeable than latex to HIV.

• If you or your partner may be at risk for AIDS, do
not stop practicing safer sex. Even if you and your
mutually monogamous partner have been repeatedly
HIV antibody negative for more than a year, you
should continue your safer sex precautions, especially in view of the conclusion of one study that as
many as 25 percent of high risk, HIV antibody negative persons may nonetheless be HIV infected.
Anyone at risk who wants to have children must
weigh the potential benefits of that pregnancy
against the risks of HIV infection.
• If you or your sexual partner may be lf risk for AIDS,
do not use social or recreational mood-altering drugs
(any medications or substances not prescribed by or
discussed with your physician), especially preceding
or during sexual encounters. They can impair your
judgment, in addition to the other health hazards
they may pose.
In practicing safer sex, bear in mind that, as sexual
excitement increases, inhibition may decrease.

guilt and/or fear of homosexuals, or of anything having to do with homosexuals, or of anything having to
do with homosexuality) and religious zealotry are
inappropriate and destructive responses to the AIDS
cnsts.
"In tire absence of a vaccine or effective therapy for
AIDS, behavioral change is tire only defense against
tire rapid spread of HIV. Fear will not lead to
behavior modification. Carefully taugl,t programs
for behavioral change may. However, pervading
attitudes about "proper" moral conduct prevent
active discussion of issues of sexuality in schools, in
churches, and on television. We have reached tire
point where we must say that, for public health reasons, it is immoral not to educate tire maximum .
number of people, and this includes education about
sex. Tire so-called morality that prevents us from
talking about sex, that prevents condom advertisements on television, and that prevents adequate discussions of this public health risk in our
schools has become medically contra-indicated. "

THROUGH CIVIL LIBERTIES
PROTECTIONS FOR HOMOSEXUALS
The cultural sanctioning of pair bonding among
homosexuals can be expected to help contain risk
behaviors among homosexuals, in the same way that
the cultural sanctioning of pair bonding among heterosexuals unquestionably helps to contain the identical risk behaviors among heterosexuals. Therefore,
protection of the basic civil liberties of all homosexual persons, which would include affirmative
recognition of same-sex relationships, should be an
essential consideration in the long-range, preventive
medicine of AIDS and other sexually transmitted
diseases.

THROUGH ELIMINATING
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCE

THROUGH SEX EDUCATION
Sex negativism (the irrational attitude that most sexual thoughts, beliefs and behaviors are repugnant,
immoral and not to be trusted or tolerated), erotophobia (the irrational hatred, guilt and/or fear of anything sexual), homophobia (the irrational hatred,
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Anyone who depends on the regular use of legal or
illegal mood-altering drugs should never share needles, syringes or other injection paraphernalia. If you
are chemically dependent, think about this:
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Shooting up and "passing the spike" (sharing your
works) have never been more dangerous. Stop
shooting up.

If you can't stop shooting up immediately, and until
you can get help from a hospital emergency room,
drug detoxification center, clinic or physician:
• Never pass or share any needles, syringes, cookers or
other injection equipment with anyone.
• Use your own clean (sterilized) works. Don't share
them with anyone. To sterilize equipment, do one of
the following:
1. Boil all your equipment in water for 15 to 30 minutes;
2. Soak them in rubbing alcohol (at least 40 percent
alcohol) for a minimum of 10 minutes, then rinse
them under running tap water;
3. Soak them in a mixture of household bleach
(Clorox) and water (1 cup of bleach to 10 cups of
water), then rinse them under running tap water.
Some so-called "new" needles are not new, they're
old often contaminated needles that are just reba~ed. Inspect the packages carefully, and do not
use rebagged, unsterilized needles.
t

AND OTHER RISKS
If you are a hemophiliac or have another clotting or
bleeding disorder that makes it necessary for you to
receive transfusions of blood or blood products, regularly consult your physician about the use of preparations known to have the least risk of HIV transmission.
Do not donate blood or other body fluids, organs or
tissues if you think you are at risk for AIDS.
Do not allow yourself to be the recipient of blood,
sperm or other body fluids, organs or tissues that
have not been tested for HIV antibody or that are
known to have come from persons who may be at
risk for AIDS.
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PROJECTIONS
WHAT ARE THE PROJECTIONS FOR
THE FUTURE COURSE OF THE
AIDS EPIDEMIC?
The following are projections taken from a variety of
sources:
• 1 to 1.5 million Americans are currently infected
with HIV. Of these, 20 to 30 percent are expected to
develop AIDS by 1991.
• In 1987, approximately one out of every thirty men
in the United States between the ages of 20 and SO
was infected.
• By the end of 1991 there will have been a cumulative total of as many as 400,000 cases of AIDS in the
United States, with more than a quarter of those
cases occurring in 1991 alone.
• By 1991, AIDS will become the third or fourth most
common cause of "years of potential life lost" among
all Americans and the second most common cause
for all American men.
• Because the typical time between infection with
HIV and the development of clinical AIDS is four or
more years, most of the people who will develop
AIDS between now and 1991 are already infected.
• New cases of AIDS in men and women acquired
through heterosexual contact will increase nearly
sevenfold by 1991. The rate at which cases are
increasing among heterosexuals is now twice that of
homosexuals. This includes heterosexuals reporting
contact with people known to be infected or at risk,
as well as those who are presumed to have acquired
the disease from contact with individuals not known
to be at risk.
• Pediatric AIDS cases will increase almost tenfold in
the next five years.
On the international level, the following predictions
have been been made:
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• It has been estimated that more than from five to
twenty million people worldwide are infected with
HIV.
• In some areas of Africa, approximately 10 percent of
pregnant women are seropositive for HIV, and
approximately one third of the infants born to
seropositive mothers become infected within one
year after birth. These proportions, if widely representative, suggest that possibly tens to hundreds of
thousands of infants in Africa will die of AIDS in the
next decade.
• If HIV-infected individuals in developing countries
progress to AIDS in the same proportions as in the
United States (at least 25 to SO percent in five to 10
years), there will be millions of deaths in central
Africa in the next decade, unless an effective treatment is rapidly found and made widely available.

WILL WE HAVE A VACCINE; IF SO, WHEN?

• Substantial, long-term and comprehensive programs
in the biomedical and social sciences to research the
prevention of HIV infection and to treat the diseases caused by it should be immediately and fully
implemented.
• The United States should be a full participant in
international efforts against the AIDS pandemic.
• Federal legislation should be enacted to protect the
civil rights of persons with AIDS and those who are
at risk for AIDS, so that discrimination in employment, healthcare delivery, the military, housing and
family matters can be effectively prevented.
• Community-based substance abuse treatment should
be made available on demand.
• Community-based health and mental health services
should be made affordable and available to all individuals.

Because there has never been a vaccine against a
human retrovirus; because experience in the development and production of vaccines for retroviruses
of other animals has been limited and often disappointing; because there continues to be inadequate
federal encouragement, leadership and coordination
of vaccine development efforts; and because industry
is afraid of the potential liabilities of developing,
testing and distributing a vaccine, a \raccine may not
reasonably be expected to be available to the public
in the next few years. Even for the next five to 10
years, the probability of a licensed vaccine becoming
available is low. However, vaccine research using
diverse approaches - to protect the infected as well
as the uninfected - is not only underway, nationally
and internationally, it is already undergoing testing
trials in humans and other primates.

WHAT GOVERNMENT AND OTHER
PUBLIC ACTIONS WOULD HELP TO
CONTAIN THE AIDS EPIDEMIC?
Massive media, educational and public health campaigns should be undertaken to curb the spread of
HIV infection and substance abuse.
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